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THERE is one duty which we fear is too
often neglected by the general body of
students, unthinkingly perhaps, but yet no n e
the less surely. It is our duty as students to
patronize those who help to support and sustain
our various enterprises. It is no less a duty
which we owe to the Echo, which derives no
little material assistance and support from the
towns-people who advertise in our columns.
If we do not discriminate in our bestowal of
patronage, and give our custom to our advertisers, we d o h arm t o the busi n ess in tere sts of
the paper, since we lessen its value as an advertising medium. Let us patronize those who
seek t o please us, and sh ow th e legitimate
value of our.advertising columns. We are'by
no means the adv ocates of the boyc ott , but we
do urge upon our constituency to reciproc ate
the supp ort and help which the .merchants of
Waterville have displayed t owar d us, and liberally patronize liberal advertisers. The readers of the Echo can rest assu r ed that we shall
receive onl y the advertisements of legitimate
con cer ns , and need not hesitate t o give their
custom to those who make an effort to get it.
If we str ictly observe the canons of reciprocity,
we shall find it to our material advantage, and
will und oubtedly secure the support of more
of the business men of the town. We hope
that every student will think of these remarks
when about to make a purchase.

m O Thou ! whoso power o'er moving worlds presides,
Whose voice created, and whose wisdom guides,
On darkling man in pure effulgence shine,
are again prompted to repeat our old
WE
And oheer the clouded mind with light divine.
complaint in regard to the constitution
1Tis thine alone to calm the pious breast
of the Colbiensis Publishing Association. We
With silent confidence and holy rest ;
, From thee, great God, we spring ; to thee we bend ; are prompted to do this by the difficulty which
Jty h, motive, guide, original, and end. "
we experience in getting out the various issues
0

of the paper, a difficulty which arises not
merely from the individual negligence of the
editors, but which has its . real and primary
- cause in the absurd provisions and wrongful
limitations of the aforesaid instrument. And yet
we pay the greatest reverence to this antiquated
document, while any audacious iconoclast who
questions its justice or its efficiency ,is consigned
to Coventry with sanctimonious maledictions.
It may be asked why do the progressive
and liberal minds tolerate this relic of bigotry
and narrowness. Aud it may be answered that
we have no liberal and progressiv e spirits, for
they are stamped out by the unrelaxing and
rigid discipline of the societies. No assertion of
individual opinion is tolerated, while any desire
to make such an assertion loses its vitality
before the student feels himself capable of
expressing his opinions in the mass meetings
of the college. For it must be understood
that the average Freshman, unschooled by experience, and immature in thought and feeling,
does not venture to put himself into any active
participation in the "business with which he is
totally unacquainted, and b y th e time he does
come to be an active participan t in college
matters, h e is on e with the so ciety traditions
and machinery in his sympathies and feelings.
This, it appea rs to u s, is the cause of our general indifference to what justice , expediency,
and common sense demand, in the way of revision of m any an tiqu ated t r aditio n s an d f o olish
customs. We do not mean to attack the G-reekletter f r aternities, f or we believe them in many
ways to be advantageous to the individual studen t and helpful t o college i n t er ests, but w e do
deplore that society spir it which is the desp ot of
the society man, and which reduces college politics to the level of "rings " and bosses.
We object to the instrument in question ,
fi r st , because its provisions in regard to the
election of editors are absurd and. foolish ; secondly, because even this foolish division of
edito r s is unjust to at least two faction s ; and
thirdly, because the board of editors thus
formed is, by the very nature of the case, disorganized, without direction or co-operation.

The only thing which renders the Echo the
passable paper that it is, is the harmony which

exists between the individual editors.
We have commenced thus early to dwell
upon this theme, because we wish to impress

the Freshman while lie is yet frank, open , and
unprejudiced, and when again the annual meeting of the Association comes, he may consider
the question /with educated and intelligent
thought. For we believe that the general college sentiment is rapidly awakening to the
consciousness of the defects of the Echo and
a willingness to remedy them.
have been greatly amused in readin g
WE
the columns of our esteemed contemporary, the Bowdoin Orient , to observe the strenuous efforts of its accomplished editors to
conceal the general chagrin of the un dergraduates at the desertion of their crack pitcher,
Wilson. The sang-froid which they attempt
to assume, barely disguises their ill-humor ; it
does not conceal it. And yet the article which
graces the editorial column of the Orient
pleases us for its ingenuous frankness, as well
as its delicious satire. It justly complains of
furnishing in its curriculum the trainin g of the .
professional base-ballists of Williams, and
utters a protest against the modern tendency '
to"recognize the survival of the fittest. And
really we sy mpathiz e with our afflicted f r iend
in her sore trouble, and are no t star tled that
Bowdoin should bewail the superior pecuniary
resources of Williams' managers. That Bowdoin's tr easury should have be en depleted in a
v ain att em pt to wr est the championshi p from
superior skill, is indeed affe cting and deplorable, and we would advise our friends at Bowdoin t o pr ofi t by that sad experience.
The ar ticle in question is indeed delightful
an d ref r eshing to the Colby student in view of
the developments of the la st campaign , distinguished as it is by virtuous horror of professionalism in base-ball. In its spleen it give s

utterance to these words which are significant
at least :

We understand that Wilson claims never to have
received remuneration for his services as a ball player.
We think Jiowver we can make it rather difficult for him
.
to prove this.
Comment' is unnecessary.
are reminded by the near approach of
the class elections of the need of advice
which one class at least suffers under , and we
WE

are not unmindful that a good opportunity is

here presented to bestow a little kindly consid-

v—;

eration upon our friends of '90. And yet we
hope that no such example of the demoralization of college politics will be presented to their
unsophisticated gaze as was displayed in the
elections of last fall. If there is an occasion
when society spirit should give place to class
spirit, it is in the elections, where the object of
the individual student should be to see the best
man honored with the class offices. In other
words, the principles of civil service reform and
pure politics should guide the undergraduates
in their class action. We urge upon you, gentlemen of '90, to begin well your college course
and preserve throughout your stay at Colby an
unwavering, honest independence, and we can
assure you of a thorough satisfaction with your
own acts and movements.
THE Lewiston Journal has wittily taken advantage of our hasty scrawl to derive the
conclusion of the advance of co-education in
Colby. And we are indeed gratified to find so
much occasion for their pleasing wit, for since
Colby discriminates against no sex in opening
its doors to the youth thirsty for knowledge,
we are glad to see her liberality appreciated
and the movement made a success. It was not
long since that we heard that co-education was
drawing its last expiring breath s, and behold
we see seven young ladies entering the Freshman class, a notable increase to the numbers
of the gentler sex who share with us the privileges and we hope the pleasures of college
Y life*
\
Within the last year we beheld a change
in the attitude of the college trustees toward
co-education. From being theoretically favorable to its institution at Colby, they became
enthusiastically desirous of its success. The
purchase of the Annex may "be said to have
marked the inauguration of the attempt to
make co-education in its true sense an actual
fact. The " powers that be " awoke to the
consciousness of the need of suitable accommodations for those young ladies who desired
to enter the institution and we see the result
. of their energetic labors in the comfortable
and cosy " Annex." That their efforts are rewarded the catalogue will show, and we hail
with gratification the prospects of co-education
in Colby.

-

•

THE attention of the order-loving portion
of the students has recently been called
to various acts of destructiveness, which are
mere characteristi c of the gutter-snipe and the
cow boy, the extremes of our civilization , than
of enlightened and intelligent students, anxious
to uphold the honor of their class and Alma
Mater. We cannot believe that the general
college sentiment is favorable to such perpetrations of irreverence and stupidity ; and we
should greatly regret the conviction that these
were the acts of the Sophomore class, and we
have yet to be convinced that the enterprising
and gentlemenly members of '89 have been
guilty of these dastardly and unholy proceedings, for such we must regard them , involving
as they do, desecration of God's house, and disrespect to His ministers.
We denounce, not merely the vandalism
exhibited in the indecent proceedings in the
chapel, but also those acts of stupidity and (if
the term be allowed) of general cussedness,, '
^
of which the reading-room has given testimony. Those, who are so indifferent to every
sense of decency and fairness, ought not longer
to he tolerated in our midst, and we feel
sure that these rascals, when discovered , will
find no countenance in the eyes of any
true college man. We are accustomed to have
our rights respected, and any who are unwilling to observe the amenities of life, should
be deprived of the privileges of college existence.
a mistake which occurred in "the printing
BY
of the last issue of the Echo, the interesting article upon Lucius Henry Chandler was
not credited to its author, A. H. Briggs, '38,
who most kindly responded to our invitati on to
contribute some reminiscences to the Echo,
and who has ever proved himself a friend to
Colby and Colby's students.
Of six Yale Seniors who this year received
the highest literary honors—the Townsend
prizes for oratory,—one is captain, of the baseball team, another is captain of the foot-ball
team , two rowed in their class crew, one played
on the class nine, and the sixth is a good gen- ,
eral athlete, Ew,

—

- THE MOON'S SPEECH.
I rise to shine with gentle rays,
And give the world my li ght ,
When now the sun that rules the days
Has passed away from sight.
I cannot shine with rays so bri ght
As doth the mighty sun ,
But I can give the world a light
That's better far than none.
I do not rise him to excel
From whom my li ght I get ;
But when he 's gone -who Shines so well ,
Poor me your eyes have met.
I give you light , though 'tis not great,
It still is all you need ;

Now hear the words which I relate,
To my advice give heed .
I do my best to lig hten y ou ,
And I can do no more ;

]f this for fellow-men you 'd do ,
Much less would they dep lore .
Sometimes the clouds my rays do hide ,
But all the while I shine ;
W ho knows ho w soon the y m ay divide
And show this light of mine ?
And so may you that walk the earth
Be ev er firm and true ,
And m ay y ou r lives possess tr u e w orth
That you much good may do.
Think n ot , although no good you see
When you have worked so long,
That all is vain , and n au ght ca n be
Of u se, but all is wrong.
Oh , persevere and steadfast be,
And n e'er discouraged grow ;

Your labor 's fruit you soon may see
Or this may others know.

.

Suppose that I, since clouds arise,
Should hide ray precious light.
Now would you say that this were wise,
And I were doing right.
The sun bestows his rays so bright ,
And 'tis with those I shine,
And so may you reflect, the light
Of Him who is divine.

GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS.
needs no fulsome words of praise,' no
IT
eulogistic phrases to introduce to you the
hero of this sketch, Gustavus Adolphus. His
acts, his purposes, and his aspirations will reveal
the man. Born in troubled times, in the little
kingdom of Sweden, his mi ghty genius, lofty
courage and dominant energy made him the
foremost man of his state and generation.
Many men of ancient and modern times have
championed the cause of Christ, and have died
He was superlatively a
for their reli gion.
champion. He entered the lists for his Saviour,
and following down the course of destiny flu ng
his lance full and fair among the hosts of armed
oppression and satanic cruelty. Catholicism,
at his hands, received a lasting, , though not a
mortal blow. The hero lost his life ; but the
cause for which he fought lived through him.
His early rise to power, mighty deeds, imminent
dangers, and hair-breadth escapes, make his life
seem like a fairy tale, while the momentous,
issues and weighty questions, staked on his
success alone, make his career especially profitable an d in ter estin g t o the studen t of hist orical
events.
Sweden was but a third-rate power, when
Charles Vasa, the fathe r of Gustavus , sat upon
. the throne. It was a country of comparatively
small area. The waves of the sea washed its
eastern and southern shores. The climate was
rigorous but health y : the pe ople hardy, intelligent , an d vi gorous, excellent m ate ria l f o r good
soldiers. The kingdom had been divided
among f ou r br others ; civil w ar foll ow ed ; it
lasted for several years , till at length , Charles
Vasa , the father of Gustavus, triumphed , and
ruled singly over united , but still bleeding
Sweden. On the east and south-east, however, Russia and Poland were still hostile,
while on the south was Denmark, which held
the disputed southermost portions of Sweden,
her fairest and most fertile fields.
Such was the condition of affairs , when , on
the morning of December 9, 1594,. the bells of
Stockholm rang out the joy ful news of the
birth to the king of a male heir. A Danish

astrologer had predicted that there would
spring up in Finland a mighty prince ,, who
would rescue $ie protestant people from the

oppression of the popes. The people of Sweden
hailed Gustavus as the new-born saviour. It
>

is not necessary to dwell long upon -his early
boyhood. He was of precocious and inquiring
mind. His mother, strong and courageous, as
beautiful, and his father, hardened by many a
war, a brave soldier and skillful general, did not
bring up their son in effeminacy and luxury.
He was early taught to labor, to deny himself,
and to withstand the rigors of the clim ate.
He grew up a manly boy.
It was an age of martial deeds. Great men
from foreign lands came to the king of Sweden's
court. These often , at the request of the king,
waited upon the young prince : their talk was
of diplomacy, war, campaigns, sieges, discipline. He learned their tactics and method of
handling troops. His -father made him hold
court with forei gn embassadors and reply to
their requests. This was not all. He was fond
of literary work. He knew Latin, German ,
D u tch , French, Italian , and Greek ; he loved
especially to read Xenophon , and was wont to
say that there was no better military historian .
His only relaxation from care was the chase
and military exercises. Thus brought up at
the court of the king, schooled in diplomacy,
well acqu ain ted with f oreign affairs and
fa milia r with th e needs of Sweden, learned in
military tactics, of which he had adopted a
m odifi ed system of his own, embu ed with a
war like spirit, a soldier by in clin ation , firm of
pu rpose , stern and dignified in his bearing, of
deep, religious faith , loved and trusted by his
subjects , in his eighteenth year he succeeded
his fathe r as "king elect and hereditary prince
of Sweden, of the Goths and of the Wends."
It was a cr itical poi n t in the hist or y of
Sweden. For fifty years she had not known a
year of peace. During that long space of time
there had been, violence and dissension , civil
and forei gn wars, bloody discords arising from
state and reli gious causes, the soil of Sweden
had been dyed with her own. son's blood , brother
had fought with br other , two kings had been
dethroned , war and pestilence had cast their
blight upon the land , At his death Charles
had left his throne soiled with blood , internally there weie crimes and catastrophes, discontent and rebellion , while the forei gn powers of
Denmark, Poland , Norway, and Russia , like

He, who was to save the cause of Protestantism,
become the foremost chieftain of his age, dictate laws to the proud sovereigns of Europe,
commenced his career in fi ghting with might
and main for the very existence of his little
state .
It was necessary first of all to secure the
keys of the kingdom, the towns on the Baltic,
and to teach foreign powers to fear his arm, at
the same time to develop the resources of his
country and place its finances on a good footing. To these designs he consecrated the first
eighteen years of his reign with eminent success. Wars with Denmark, Poland, and Russia were fought and concluded on terms most
advantageous to himself. The frontiers of Sweden were extended. He was able to make the
proud boast that "Russia, without his consent
could not launch a single boat upon the Baltic."
An army was developed , superior in discipline
and effectiveness to any in Europe. The soldiers were trained in religious exercises as well
as of those in arms ; before the battle they could
pray like saints ; in the battle they could fi ght
like devils. Sweden was rapidly rising to one
of the foremost places among the nations. The
fame of her young kin g was bruited throug hout the land. His genius, his char acte r, his
warlike inclinations, and his known religious
convictions caused him to be looked upon by
the opp r essed an d sufferi n g Protestants of Germ any as a p ossible champ ion and deliverer.
He was now thirty-four years old, in the
full zenith of his powers , and f r ee from th e
toils of war. His eagle eye scanned the horizon of Europe. He saw the powerful church
of Ro m e br ingin g all its influence to bear to
crush out Protestantism in Germany. Banished princes , exiled nobles , and an oppressed
peas a nt ry were cry ing for deliverance. Th e
kingdoms of Germany wer e mixed up in almost
inextricable confu sion. The Empire was divided against itself. Petty civil wars - were
constant , in which foreign powers were often
involved. Gustavus clearly saw that the genius who could unravel the tangled, skein of
events was assured of a commanding place
amid the powers of Europe. It has been maintained that personal aggran dizement was the
jackals smacked their lips in anticipation of chief motive for Gustavus interfering in Gertheir prey. Will the young prince quail before man' affairs. I do not believe it. That he was
his dangers, or will he rise superior to them ? emulous of glory, there is no doubt 5 but that

he was a sincere Christian, has not been disputed. Perhaps, in moments of revery, he
may have dreamed of himself as wearing the
proud title of " King of the Roman Empire," as
ruler over the fallen house of Hapsburg, or as
arbiter of European destinies. But above and
beyond any earthly kingdoms, he saw the kingdom of Heaven in its glory : the crown of
Christ was more precious to him than any the
world co uld offer. Gustavus saw that the
Hapsburg Emperor and the Pope had determined to destroy Protestantism ; that they
would not stop with Germany, he felt sure .
His own kingdom might be invaded. He determined to make Germany the battle-ground, to
check right there the imperialistic and popish
forces. He foresaw the magnitude of the undertaking ; but he believed in his destiny ; he had
the confidence of genius.
On May 30, 1630, he set sail from Sweden
at the head of 15,000 splendidly discip lined
and magnificently equipped soldiers. With
this little army he threw himself against the
whole imperial array. His career in Germany
is wonderful and magical. Protestant soldiers
flock to his standard. General after general is
defeated. On the field of Breitehfeld he meets
th e veteran comm an der, Tilley, and in an hour
takes f rom hi m th e pr estige of a life-time. Retiring in shame and humiliation, Tilley raise s a
second army on ly t o lose a seco n d battle an d
his life.
Gustavus p r esses, onward. Everywhere the
Protestants meet him with open arms, and sing
ho sannas to his name. The Catholics, behind
his back , hiss curses and execrations* City
after city falls before his victorious arm ; province after province yields to his sway. He is
drawi n g each day n earer to Vienna , and Ferdinand , in order to save his throne, recalls Wallenstein to the command of the army. In
three months, Wallenstein has raised an army
of 60 ,000 men , an d i n the arrogance of his
power , says : "In a few days we shall see
whether I or Augustus Adolp hus shall rule the
world." Gustavus is at Nuremberg with 18,000 men. Wallenstein besieges the pla ce, and
throws up intrenchments. Meanwhile, Gustavus receives reinforcements, till he has an
army equal to that of his opponent. He attempts to drive Wallenstein from his position,
hut fails. The pestilence ravages both armies.

Gustavus now breaks up his camp, and leaving
a small detachment to defend Nuremberg, ,
marches with 30,000 men to Lutzen. Wallenstein , with his army redu ced to 36,000, follows.
The battle of Lutzen was fought November
6th , 1632. It needs no descrip tion. For intrepid attack, stubborn resistance, and personal
daring, it is not excelled. The Swedes won
the battle, but they lost their king. Among
charging horses, and amid the din and smoke
of battle, Gustavus received his death wound,
and fell lifeless on the field. His body was
recovered the next day, and embalmed by th e
village apothecary.
With the fall of Gustavus, a shadow passed
over the Protestant countries of the world ;
their churches were draped in mourning and
their people spoke in hushed and fearful voices.
But in Rome and Vienna and the Catholic cities
of the south, surpliced priest and mitred bishop
chanted loud their " te deums," while far and
wide their people raised their cries of rejoicing.
The sorrow of the Protestant was the joy of
the Catholic.
The bod y of the ki n g was br ought back to
Sweden in the following summer : In June, 1634,
the funeral obsequies were performed in Stockholm. The nation gathered to do him honor.
Old me n in littl e knots , with husky v oices t old
th e st ory of his life , while th e eager youth with
palpitatin g heart and dizzy brai n learned of
his gen ius and great n ess ; mat r ons amid their
tears , chanted the *funeral hy m ns, while little

children with heaving bosoms and moistened
lids, scattered flowers on his bier. The last act
of the t r agedy of Ins life was perfo rm ed and
the b ody of Gu stavus Adol p hus found in the
capital of his kingdom , its final resti n g place.
WHAT IS LIFE ?
What is life might well bo asked :
A space of time , yet undefined
By God, the great Creator, given
To all beneath the expanse of Heaven ;
When joy and sorrow, pleasure and pain ,
Hopes deferred and wishes gained ,
Makes up a weory pilgi mage.
Again I ask, what is life P
Scan your record with zealous care ,
la life a space of time yet undefined
To the pure and God-like mind P

Is it hedged in between birth and death
To him who has learned Heaven 's high behest ?
N ay, th y record's false ; nay, it reaches
Back, yet back, and on ,'yet on ,
And will continue as long as thy throne, O God.
W h at if life d oth ebb and flo w
With pleasure and pain , joy and woe ;
These are by Heaven 's high decree—
The furnaces for eternity.
When the ambition of kings, and pride of peers,
The poor man 's jealousies and fears,
Makes a common funeral pile.
A weary pilgri mage ; nay
The goal should hallow the uneven way,
That our hearts be awake to mercy's call,
That our hands minister to the wants of all ;
And if bereft of earthly support, remember
The hairs of our head have all been numbered
By God , our Father, the Author of life.

THE INTEROCEANIC CANAL.
WHEN the darkness of the Middle Ages .
was replaced by an era of commercial
intercourse, a serious want of some practical
route to the Indies was manifested. It was this
that kindled the ambition of the early navigators.
For this many have faced shipwreck, suffering,
and death in the Arctic regions. Meanwhile,
ships have reached the East by crossing the
Tropics and penetrating to the stormy Antarctic. The thirty-five miles of land which separate the two great oceans, alone prevents a
shorter route .
For 300 years it has been proposed to construct an artificial waterway across this isthmus.
Many surveys have been made, and many
different plans suggested , but capitalists shrank
from such a gigantic undertaking. In the last
decade, however, M. De Lesseps joined himself
to those interested in the project. Displaying
the same energy, which in the Suez finally overcame the people's prejudices and nature's obstructions, this noted engineer inspired confidence in his new undertaking, A company
was formed under French management, a plan
was adopted, and in 1880 the work was begun.
The projectors claimed that the canal could
be completed in eight years. The highest
estimate of cost was 120 millions. In five years
more than one-half of this sum has been
expended, and not one-fifth of the excavation
has been made. The glowing statements in
reference to its success as an investment have

proved unfounded. Attempts have now been
made to raise funds by issuing bonds, and long
before dividends can be declared the company
will be bearing a load of interest amounting to
millions. Under these circumstances it seems
safe to predict that before long the present company will be obliged to suspend operations.
But one failure will not prove the impracticability of the canal. Other great projects have
met with discouragements. The - Suez Canal
cost double its estimate ; the Atlantic Telegraph required the experience gained from
several failures to make it a success ; but men
have ever fo und a way to overcome all difficulties that oppose universal progress. The Isthmus of Panama is a constant barrie r against
an increase of national intercourse. The need
of an hiteroceanic canal grows greater as the
Western Continent becomes more important ;
the highway of commerce between opposite
sides of the globe would be shortened thousands
of miles ; the products of distant climes would be
more accessible ; and it is a well-know fact that
enlarged facilities produce an increase of commerce ; thus the impulse given to industry
would be world wide. But more than other
parts of the world would our own country be
benefited. The removal of this natural obstacle would give our Pacific States easier access
to the markets of the eastern sections and of
Europe. The result will be more extensive
grainfields and greater business activity ; and
the reciprocal advantages w ill extend to all
parts of our land.
With increased trade would come the demand for more ships. Probably under the
spur given to commerce, American shipping
could recover from its present depression. Our
coasting trade has suffered little from the competition which has almost driven our ships from
foreign ports. The can al in process of construction would virtually be a union between
our A tlantic and Pacific coasts. We could
control trade between these sections, besides
opening new avenues to our vessels, thus bring- *
ing prosperity to one of the leading industries
of New England.
Considering these advan tages, the canal
project will not be abandoned. Should the
present company fail, others will carry the work
to completion. Fortunes may be spent. Hundreds may perish in those southern climes ; but

temporary difficulties will yield to the world's
demand. It is to be hoped that in the fin ancial
difficulties likely to ensue, our country can
assume control without intruding on the rights
of others. The " Monroe Doctrine " demands
this, and priority of interest should give us the
management of the enterprise. We should be
benefited more than other nations. Our country would supply much of the patronage of the
canal ; and in everything, justice gives precedence to the most interested party. Not that
we should monopolize the advantages of the
canal. It is not ownership, but guardianship,
that we claim. No nation can take exclusive
control without incurring constant strife. • Every nation has a right to deman d the peaceful
use of such a water-course on the same terms as
others ; but the neutrality necessary to secure
this privilege can be best maintained by the
United States. We are far removed from the
feuds of the old world ; while the jealousies of
Europeans may at any time break out in open
war. The first outbreak would cancel any prearranged neutrality ; hence we are better able
to keep the passage open to the world, than
those nations exposed to local quarrels.
If our government should not guard the
canal, it would virtually surrender its control to England. Her strength is largely in her
navy ; ours in our army. If her ships of war
can cruise in adjoining waters," our soldiers
should be stationed on the isthmus in the
posture of defense. Otherwise, should we engage in war, hostile fleets might seize the passage, exclude our vessels, and thus gain an
important advantage over us.
It would be suicidal to leave a passage open
to belligerents carrying destruction to parts of
our own country. England , recognizing this
princi ple , guards the Suez with troops, and would
refuse passage to enemies hastening to attack
her eastern colonies. What she does in Africa,
we can rightly do in America.
Since this enterprise is so closely allied to
our interests, we cannot afford to consign its
management to another. True, we should
assume a heavy responsibility, but our history
teaches us that no nation can assume such responsibility more safely than we. American
energy and American determination , if permitted, will undertake the canal and successfully complete it. And it will be a source of

gratification to every American citizen to see
the flag of his country float over the most
gigantic achievement of modern times.
PSYCHICS.
i.

In the realms of psychic lore,
Where the whatness oft we quiz,
Flow in language strong and p ure
Proofs for " isness " of the is.
II.

Here the mind with glow intense,
Seeks the varied change and cause
Of the whenceness of the whence,
With its underlying laws.
m.
Why the thusness, with its proof
Of the soul's pure psychic acts,
Bars away , and holds aloof
All not proven by the facts.
IV.

What a study, with its proofness
O f plain facts so clear to see !
How relates the roof to " roofness ,"
Of the " knower to knowee. "

ANCIENT AND MODEEN PRODUCTIONS.
, when traversing an unknown path at
AS
midnight, a blazing torch illumining our
way, and with its genial rays dispelling the
gloomy shadows, and keeping at bay the savage
prowlers of- the forest, when suddenly the north
wind, laden with chilling sleet, drives with impetuous force through the groaning and swaying boughs, and endeavors to quench the flame,
and we stand trembling, fearing lest we shall
be left in darkness, and with anxious eyes we
watch the spark as it flutters, grows dim, and
hangs feebly to the wick, so in the Middle
Ages the lamp of civilization, assailed by blasts
of northern superstition and ignorance, driven
by the slothfulness and corruption which had
grown up in the former seats of refinement and
energy, burned low and threatened to leave the
world in eternal gloom.
Already the greatness of Athens, that little
nation whose birth , maturity, and fall did not
occupy the space of a century, and yet whose
wonderful history and the genius of whose
great characters are fixed indelibly on the
minds of men and must last for all time, had

departed, and forever. Already the pride and.
glory of Rome, the mistress of the world as she
had boastingly called herself in the balmy days
of her victories, were relics of a departed age ;
but from their ashes there was to spring, phoenix
like, a new and better civilization.
All Europe presented a scene of confusion.
The institutions of centuries had crumbled.
Everywhere amid the ruins barbarian hordes
were struggling for the mastery. A new era of
the world was having its birth and its slow
development of youth amid the feudal chaos.
Nations were being moulded, languages were
forming, thought taking new shape, and social
forces gathering which were to bear mankin d
to a higher civilization than the world had ever ¦
known . Heretofore the history of one great
nation had been that of the civilized world,
changing its name only as the power passed
from time to time into the hands of a different
people. Henceforth there was not to he one,
but many scenes of civilization.
The thoughtful student sees not in the
Middle Ages a time of decay, but of preparation, a period during which the seeds of a better
growth are germinating in the soil. Some one
has likened it to the darkness which follows the
setting of the moon and precede s the rising of
the sun.
In comparing these two great ages of civilization , or what is nearly synonymous, of production , we are placed at a disadvantage, from
the fact that the ancients were compelled to
make the precedents, to form the models, as it
were, for the workers of later times. It is
difficult to determine how much weight to give
to this fact.
The very temperaments of the people of
these two ages differ widely. The ancients,
whose seats of civilization were grouped around
the verdant shores of the Mediterranean , washed
, by her warm waters, under a cloudless sky, where
the genial rays of the sun invite from the fertile
soil the sweetest of flowers and the moat delicious of fruits, breathed into their very being
that poetic feeling and beauty of imagination
which shows forth in all their works.
On the other hand, the progressive nations
of modern times have their centers in the temperate regions of the farther north, where t he
more sterile fields require the careiful attention
of the husbandman to br ing forth their yearly

harvest ; where the chilling winds of autumn,
scattering the falling leaves, and the snows of
winter, covering with their spotless mantle the
palace of king and the hut of peasant, recall
the minds of men to the practical affairs of . life.
This beautiful imagination , which was particularly noticeable in the Greeks, is in nothing
so fittingly illustrated as in their religious beliefs
and ceremonies. In all the operations of nature,
as from a book, they Tead the moods and wishes
of those they worshiped. In the gentle showers
which fell at eve from the summer clouds they
saw the tears of a pitying goddess. Every
thunder storm revealed to them the vengeance
of an offended deity. The rustling of the leaves,
the sighing of the autumnal winds, the murmur
of the brook, the ripples on the surface of the
sea, the echo resounding from cliff to cliff , were
all reminders to them of the omnipresence of
their divinities. After death their heroes, poets,
and statesmen were translated to the upp er
realms, and ever after were supposed to exert
an influence for the weal of their country.
This same poetic temperament is discernible
in the literary works of the ancients. It is
present and charms us in the heroic lines of
Homer and Virgil, in the genial epicureanism
of Anacreon and Horace, in the thunderbolts of
oratory which poured from the lips of Demosthenes and Cicero.
It is impossible to compare such masterpieces as these with those of modern authors
and come to a satisfactory conclusion in regard
to their respective merits. We lose ourselves
in the sorrows and joys of the Greeks before
Troy, when reading Homer, and close the book
with a conviction of the superiority of the classics. Again, with Milton we tread the paths of
paradise, we descend into the fiery lak e of purgatory ; we experience the joys of heaven and
the terrors of hell, and there reposes in our
minds an absolute confidence in the preeminence of modern genius. The truth is that
among the masters of literature each in his
own field is greatest, and possesses in some respects talents above all others.
We are unwilling to admit that Demosthenes in the Niagara of his "eloquence, ever
poured forth more soul-inspiring words than
Edmund Burke in the British Parliament or
Daniel Webster in the halls of the American
Co n gress, or th at Sappho, the tent h Muse, ever

breathed sweeter song than we read in " Evangeline " and "In Memoriam."
But there is one great genius whom the
modern age has produced, and of whom there
is no prototype in ancient literature—the immortal Shakespeare. His seems to have been
an intellect such as the world has never produced but once. No other writer ever united
imagination , fancy, humor, knowledge of human
nature, worldly wisdom, psycological insight,
and creative power, as all these were united in
him. The fertility of his mind appears to have
been inexhaustible, the profun dity of his
thought illimitable. All other workers in the
field of literature may be classed in groups, but
he stands forth, majestic, alone, incomparable
in the preeminence of his genius.
In considering the literature of these two
ages, we must bear in mind, that of the ancient
productions, only the grandest, the most beautiful, the best, have been handed down to us.
"•Only excellence can survive." Long since,
works of inferior merit became the prey of the
flam e or succumbed to decay. Only the masterpieces, guarded with jealous care, hidden in
secret recesses, consigned by dying sires to
their scions, have been preserved. Thus also
in their architecture. We see the moss-covered
walls of temples and' palaces rising amid the
gloomy desolation of once populous cities, but
not the rude huts, the homes of the poorer
classes. Long ago they crumbled to dust, and
with the ashes of their owners were scattered
by the winds.
"Kemorseless time ! fierce spiri t of the glass and scythe ,
What power can stay him in his silent course,
Or melt his iron heart to pity,
On , still on he presses and forever P"
The classics possess for us a peculiar charm,
from their having been the models of composition. In the contemplation of these august
teachers of mankind we are filled with conflicting emotions. They are the early voices of the
world, better remembered and cherished still,
than all the intermediate words that have been
uttered, as the lessons of childhood still haunt
us when the impressions of later years have
been effaced from the mind.
Yet we find in tneir grandest examples, allusions which are revolting to the more elevated
and purer taste of to-day. Virgil in the midst
of his most beautiful passages, h as writt en lin es

which grate harshly upon the modern ear. This
is due to the age and not to the author, and
yet it takes from us much enjoyment of the
works.
Our productions, while they may yield to
thosev of the ancients, in arrangement of ideas,
in method, in beauty of form, and in freshness
of illustration , are ' immeasurably superior in
the truth, the delicacy and the elevation of their
sentiments. Greek poetry has been likened to
the song of the nightingale as she sits in the
symmetrical crown of the palm-tree trilling her
thick-warbled notes, but even this is less tender
and sweet than the music of the human heart.

"H 20!"
Sociables.
" And helps on."
O girls, we've caught 'em! They are rats !
" Have you a subject for your next article ? "
The co-eds in Ladies' Hall number -eleven
this term.
A pleasant affair was the reception held by
the Y. W. C. A., September 22d.
Query : Is a thick cedar hedge capable of
being penetrated by the gentle (?) voice of a
co-ed ?
The first draft of the articles for the Junior
Exhibition this winter are due Thursday, October 21st.
The Merrill prizes for scholarship during
last year were awarded to C. E. Cook, '87,
Mary E. Farr, '87 , and Lincoln Owen, '89.
A Freshman in North College wants to
know how much Sam charges for keeping the
hot water in their stoves.
The good intentions, at least, of the Seniors,
must be manifest to the Prof, in History, when
one meets his patient explanation of a point
with the reply, "That's what I meant."

The rapid tr an si t of a red horse acr oss the
campus, followed in close pursuit by obal a
-cart, seemed to arouse m or e enthusiasm am ong

the boys than it did in the mind of the Frenchman who is accustomed to drive him.
The honorary Junior parts for '88 have been ,
assigned as follows : Greek , Miss M. E. Farr ;
Latin, Miss Lillian Fletcher ; French, Miss Alice E. Sawtelle ; English, C. H. Pepper and
Henry Fletcher.
It did not seem sufficient to the Sophomores that they should render ni ght hideous
with their voices alone, but they must needs
hire an organ .to assist in their renderings of
Phi Chi and kindred songs.
The co-eds could not have been more surprised if the whole building had disappeared
than they were to find .that their bran new
walk had suddenly taken wings and flown ,
after their adjourned meeting of Sigma Kappa.
Church sociables are now in order. Let
none of the Freshmen fail to accept this opportunity for developing their social qualities.
This is almost the only place open to the college man in general, where he can go and learn
the rules of polite society.
Now and then the olden spirit breaks forth
among the Sophomores, much to the regret of
'90. A recent manifestation of this was a call
made upon a Freshman who, with due regard
to his health, had retired at an early hour, and
compellin g him to rise and entertain them.
Another instance of Freshman sagacit y has
been brought to light. The class, learning that
the duties of class treasurer required a visit
upon each one to gather in their shekels, immediately elected a lady to the position, hoping
thereby to gain a call which they might not
otherwise secure.
The students of the Institute are making
an effort to -start a publication similar to that
issued by other fitting schools in the State.
The high standing of the school merits a paper
of some kind to represent it, and the effort
which is being made in this direction is certainly praiseworthy and worthy of success.
On Friday night , October 1st and 2d, occurred, in its hall, the initiation of the Xi
Chapter of the. Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, followed by a banquet at the Elmwood.
The following members of '90 were initiated :
W. R. Curtis, D. W. Hall, F. P. King, A. B.
Patten , C. W. Spencer, A. P. Wagg, E. T.

Wyman."

The college Y. M. C. A. has received a
strong delegation from '90. The following men
have become members : H. C. Knight, M. L.
Miller, J. B. Simpson, M. M. Smith, C. W.
Averill, W. R. Curtis, L. H. Drake, F. A. Gilmore, D. W. Hall, F. J. Johnson, A. B. Patten, A. S. Roberts, W. L. Soule, C. W. Spencer,
A. P. Wagg, E. G. Walker.
The Juniors were somewhat surprised, when ,
one morning, a professor who is not much giv en
to praising, complimented them highly upon
the good work they were doing in his department. Their surprise was heightened by the
fact that not three hours before, a professor in
another department had severely repremanded
them for carelessness in performing their work.
The co-eds at the L. H. hav e recently
learned by sad experience to guard with jealous
care those things which they prize. Their '
latest object of solicitude is their new plank
walk. Some one has displayed remarkable ingenuity in devising a plan for its safety. The
plank walk is attached to the door bell by a
stout rope, while within a huge mastiff sits and
growls.
The officers of the Sophomore class are as
follows : President, David Smith ; Vice-President, H. B. Woods ; Secretary and Treasurer,
H. W. Tappan ; Orator, E. L. Sampson ; Poet,
Miss E. L. Noyes ; Historian, N. S. Burbank ;
Prophet, E. F. Stevens ; Committee on Odes,
Misses Bunker, Cummings, Parmenter, and
Tobey ; Committee on Arrangements, Owen,
Megquier, Farnham.
At the annual meeting of the Oracle Publishing Association the following officers were
elected : First Managing Editor, P. N. Burleigh, '87 ; Second Managing Editor, C. C.
Richardson , ? 87; Secretary, E. . L. Sampson ,
'89 ; Treasurer, E. B. Gibbs, '88. The report
of the former treasurer showed a balan ce in
the treasury of $204, including a few small »
outstanding bills which can be readily collected.
.. The following are the officer s of the Junior
class for the ensuing year : President, J. A.
Shaw ; Vice-President, W. W. Merrill ; Secretary and Treasurer, Solomon Gallert ; Orator,
W. B. Suckling ; Poet, C. H. Pepper ; Historian , R. J. Tilton ; Awarder of Prizes, W. M.
Cole ; Toast-Master, C. F. Goodale ; Committee on Odes, Bertha L. Brown, Mary E. Farr ,

Lillian Fletcher, Alice E. Sawtelle ; Executive unteer, Mr. Forman, Union, '84, resolved to.
Committee, A. H. Brainard , M. S. Howes, undertake the work. They came to Colby
Henry Fletcher.
first and held a series of meetings here the first
The plan of placing the magazines in the week in October. Seven members of the Colby
Readin g-R.oom is one often discussed by the Y. M. C. A. had attended the convention, so that
boys, but perhaps never more earnestly than they found men here who were fully alive to the
this term . This, of course, has its objections, demands which the cause made upon them.
but none it would seem could overrule the So successful were their labors here that before
fact, that by the present arrangement, only they left, seven college men pledged themselves
about a dozen in the college see the magazines to become foreign missionaries, if God perfrom one year's end to the other. All share mitted.
equally the expense, and ought, if possible, the \ Below is a list of the prizes awarded last
" Ivy Day," by E. E. Parnienter, '87, Awarder
benefits.
of Prizes :
The Freshmen have chosen the following
1. Innocent Man—Kicker.
Lamb.
class officers for the ensuing year- : President, 2.
Ladies' Favorite—Green.
French Dressing.
F. A. Gilmore ; Vice-President, J. E. Burke ; 3. Salvation Minstrels—Capt. Bradbury and
Secretary and Treasurer, Miss A. F. True ;
Halleluj ah Cupid (Owen).
Salvation Army Song Book.
Orator, Geo. N. Hurd ; Prophet, D. W. Hall ;
Billies and Handcuffs .
Toast-Master, J. B. Simpson ; Poet, A. B. Pat- 4. '87's Publican—Eaton .
5.
Man
of
Lofty
Aspirations—Jewett
.
Ladderten ; Executive Committee, H. B. Hatch, M. L.
6. Domestic Man—Palmer.
Miller, F. P. King ; Committee on Odes,Misses
Tray and Choppin g-lCnife.
Hall, Knowlton, and Winslow ; Historian, A. P. 7. Champion of Women 's Rights.—Miss Kingsley .
Bow and Arrow.
Wagg.
8. Knight of Labor—Harvey. Patent Chair Bottoms.
Appearances are deceitful, and sheep's 9. '87's First Engagement—P erkins and
clothing often conceals a wolf. The warning
Miss Mortimer.
comes too late, however, to a Freshman, who
Broom with end of a handle
protected by rubber ball.
was becoming fast friends with a Sophomore
10.
JEsthetic
Man—Curtis.
Corsets.
who had been favoring him with numerous
11. Coming Sophs—President of '89.
friendly calls. His faith in mankind now is
Pail and Hereditary Class Horn ,
shaken, for his door key, lying upon his table,
with inscriptions, " '87 to '89.-?'
disappeared in such a manner that he could
The Library of Colby is one of the desigonly connect it with said Sophomore's visit. nated depositories of the public documents
Later, his suspicions were confirmed by findin g issued by Congress. It has received regularly, ¦
his door fastened upon the outside, compelling since the 17th Congress, 1821-22, the publicahim to make his egress by the fire escape.
tions of the United States, which now amount
Among the college men who assembled at to about fifty volumes annually, in substantial
Mt. Hermon last July, there was awakened a bindings. As these documents are required to
strong, missionary interest. This was greatly be kept for public reference, some plan of arstrengthened by addresses delivered before rangement became necessary that would render
them by Drs. Pierson of Philadelphia ,. and them accessible, without filling up space wanted
Ashmore of Swatow, China, and also by ap- for books more in demand, while at the same
peals for aid made by natives of ten foreign time providing for the rapid, annual increase
countries who were present, Before that con- of the collection. Prof. Hall, the librarian,
vention broke up, one hundred men had has met all these wants by an original scheme
' pledged themselves to become missionaries, of location . As the gallery of the Library is
and as an immediate result of the awakening divided into ten alcoves, the documents of
four men were chosen to present the cause of each Congress are assigned to the alcove whose
foreign missions to the students in the various number is the unit figure of that Congress.
colleges of'the country. Three of these men Thus th e volumes of the 17th Congress, the
were unable to engage in the work, but the 27th , 87th , a nd 47th are f ound in succession in
fou r th , Mr. Wilder, Princet on, '86, and a vol- alcove 7. In this plan, the numerical order is

sacrificed to convenience- Any one can go at
once to the alcove containing the documents of
the Congress he wishes to consult. The upper
shelf, and sometimes the secon d, in each alcove,
is filled, and the rest of the space is left available for books under the general classification.
To make this change, required the taking
down and replacing each book, marling with
the library stamp and shelf number, and checking off the whole on a check-list. Several
hundred duplicates were discovered and retured to the Interior Department for .distribution to other libraries. The work occupied
the librarian a large part of the summer vacation.
The third game of the series arranged with
Skowhegan, was played at th at place and resulted in the third defeat for our nine. But
as the nine showed manifest improvement over
the previous game, high hopes are entertained
of their success next spring. Goodwin pitched
an excellent game, much better in deed t than
usual, which is saying a good deal, while Bowman at the bat did extra fine work. The playing of the rest of the nine was first class, and
the loss of the game may be attributed more
x to accident than anything else . The score :
SKOWHEGAN.

\

•

^

Donovan , c,
King, p., .
Simpson , 1. f., .
Hobbs . lfe.,
Lnmsden , 2b., .
Goodwin , s. s.,
Hutchins, r. f.,
Whittier , c. f
Additon , c. f.,
Total

A.B.

. . . .
. . . .
. . . . .
. . . .
.

5
4
. -5
5
. 5
. 4'
.4
. 4
4

R.

0
2
3
1
0
1
0
1
0

40
8
COLBY.
A.B.

Goodwin .p., . . . . . . J5
!i
Larra bee , c
5
l'u lsi ter , 2b,,
5
Gibbs . l. f
4
Bowman , a. s., '
Megquire, r. f., . . . . . 4
4
Koberts, 3d
3
Gil moro , lb
'4
Bradbury, o. f „

It,

B.H. T.B. P O.

1 2
1 1
2
3
0
0
1 3
1 1
0
0
1 2
0
0
7

12

27

U.K. T.B, P.O.

1 2
3
2
1 1
1 2
2
1 2
2
1 3
3
0
1 . 1
0
0
0
0 0
0
1 0
0

A.

IE.

18

7

-A.

B.

8
1
2 10
2 0
8
0
3
3
1 2
0
1
0
1
3
0

1
0
1
1
2
1
0
1
0

0
0 IS)
10
2
1
4
2
4=
1 0
0
0
2
2
1^ 0
1
1 0
1
0 . 0
0
2
1 0

the worst one yet. The M. C. I.'s presented
an unusually strong nine, but yet had it not
been for a series of unaccountable errors, which
would probabl y never happen agai n , the score
could have been considerabl y bettered. The
score :
M. c. I.

A.B. B.

5
F. Graves, 2b.,
Parsons, s. s.,
5
Small, p
4:
Pushor, c,
5
Libby, 3b., . . . . . . . 5
Shaw, 1. f
5
Barrows, lb.,
. 5
L. Graves, c. f.,
4
Eastman, r. f., .. . . . . 4
Total ,

Goodwin , p.,
Larrabee, c,
Pulsifer, r.f
Gibbs, 1. f.,
Bowman , s. s.,
Roberts, 3b
Megquire, c. f.,
Gilmore, lb.,
Wagg, 2b

0
3
1
1 1
3 .
1
0
0

42 10
COLBY.
A.B.

A.

B.

10

23

12

A..

B.

0
0
0
1
2
2
0 0
1 2
5 17
1 - 1
15
3
3
3
0
1
1 1 0
0
0
0
7
0
1 1
0
0
1 1 0 1 11

27

B.H, T.B. P.O.

3
3
0
4
0
0
0
2
0

1
1 1 0 . 16
1
1
1 1 14
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 1
3
0
0
0
0
0
1 1 6
1
0
0
0
0
4
..
0
0
0
0
1 1
0
1
1 3
1 1
1 2
0
1 1 "5^
Total ,
30
3
5
5 *26 22 18
Pushor
put
out
for
not
touching
third
base.
*

..

4
4
. . 4
4
4
4
' . . 4
4
4

R.

B.H. T.B. P.O.

SCORE BY INNINGS .

12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
M. C. I
4 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 1—10
Colby,
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1—3
Earned runs—None. First base on errors—M. C I., 12:
Colby, 5. First base on halls—M. C. I., 1; Colby, 0. Total
balls called—Goodwin , 83; Small, 56. Struck out—Goodwin ,
13; Small, 16. Total strikes called—Goodwin , 15; Small , 12.
Passed balls—Larrabee , 2; Pushor , 1. Time of game—2 hours.
Umpire—D. L. Parks.

The first publications of a college year have
. characteristics peculiarly their own. It is the
season when thousands of young fellows are
leaving their homes and entering upo n the
duties of college life. Other thousands are
9
.
.
.
.
.
39
.
T
1
1
12
26
27
Tota l,
returning from the rest and pleasure of the
SCORE BY INNINGS.
long vacation weeks. Such an influx of eager1 2 8 4 - 5 0 7 8 - 9
Skowhegan, , . . . . . . 2 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 2—8 ness, vivacity, sprightliness makes itself felt in
Colby, .. . . . . . . . .0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 2-7 every college organ . They are lively,
full of a
Earned runs—Oolby, 2. Firstbase on errors—¦Skowhegan,8;
Colby, 5, First "base on balls—Skowhegan , 1; Colby 1. Total bustling activity. They have about them a
halls called—King, 70; Goodwin, (18. Struck out—King, B; genial
" how-d'ye-do," « glad-to-see-you-back "
Good w in , 16. Total strikes called—King, 9; Goodwin , 11.
Double plays—Bradbury and Boborts. Passed balls—Larra- kind of an air.
There are notices of imheo, 3; Xonovan, 3. "Wild pitches—King, 1. Time of game
p r ovements, new professors, changes in the
—2 hours, 10 minutes. Umpire—Lindsay.
The nine suffered its fourth defeat of the courses of study. Each one.' congr atu lates its
season at Pittsfield Saturday, , and th at, too, Alma Mater for her . increased' prosperity, her

Freshman class, and her "brillian t prospects. It
is a period of self and mutual congratulation.
It is the time when the new editors and young
writers are to win their spurs, and as )a -result,
they put into their writings all their energy
and vitality.- This fact alone makes the reading of the earlier exchanges especially pleasant
and interesting.
The thing most observed and criticised by
all the college papers is the class of '90. Lo,
the poor Freshman ! For a time lie is an object
of marked attention. He is the butt of the
practical joker, the mark of the satirist, the
object of the admonition of the wise. The
Faculty preach to him, ' the upperclassmen
laugh at him, and the Sophomores haze him.
But never mind, my dear boy, those very fellows who set themselves up as superior to you ,
were once preached to (some are to-day, for
that matter), laughed at, and hazed as constantly as yourselves.
We have a large 'number of exchanges this
week, many of them being of unusual
merit- Among these we must mention the
Yale Courant. It seems to us that this paper
comes as near to our ideal of a college journal
as anything that we tuwe seen. It is full of
bri ght , sharp editorials, with a local column
b r ief , but newsy. Its greatest attraction lies
in its liter ar y department. There are no
heavy, pedantic, u n r eadable ar ticle s; but they
ar e all fresh , uni que , piqu ant. We turn to .it
with pleasu r e, and lay it down with reluctance.
The College Mercury of th e City of New
York , is chiefly occupied w ith the report of the
National Council of the Phi Beta Kappa Society. We clip the foll owi n g as of interest :
" The secretary laid before the council an app lication for char ters f r om Colby University
and St. Stephen's College, both received within
the last six months. On motion , both applications were referred, to the Senate."

The Bates Student comes to us full of life

and energy. It is a small but attractive volume. We would suggest to the Student the
advisability of a bi-weekly. Bowdoin and
Colby now follow this plan. Bates should not
be behind her sister .colleges.
We would like to remark right here , in ref" erence to the college publications of our own
State , that there is a ring about them that is
very acceptable. In spirit , th ey are not ering„

V

ing and fawning, neither are they too bold and
forward. They deal with all subjects in a
manly, strai ghtforward way ; a way gratifying
to our down-eastern pride. Last, but not least, we take from our table
the Bowdoin Orient. It comes to hand in a
new and attractive cover, with a simple yet
t asty frontispiece. Its editorials are of a high
order, its literary productions excellent, and its
poetry the best we have seen in any publication. It pays a tribute to Colby in the following paragraph:
.
A Colby student , whose character is hard ly compatible with the tenets of the New Testament, beguiled
a sub-Freshman to that college on the plea that it was a
" more moral " institution than Bowdoin. The main
ground for this self-complacent pharisaism seems to be
the same old chestnut so often sprung by Colby disciples : Whatever Colby does is perfect. We can hardly
say that we appreciate the force of the argument in
view of the true facts and the doctrines of modern theology.
We do not know whom the Orient means,
when she speaks of " A Colby student , whose
character is hardly compatible with the tenets
of the New Testament," but we do know that
very f ew m en live up to those te n ets, and we
have serious doubts if we should ever go to
Bowdoin to find those few. As for the rest,
we thank the Orient for its candor and its compliments. We do believe in our morality, and
we are loyal to dur college. . We will spring
the same old chest n ut , " Whatever Colby does
is perfect/ ' on you again , our Esteemed Contemporary. The students of Colby have the
utmost confidence that their Trustees and Faculty will act h on orably and righte ously in
whatever action they take in reference t o the
cu r riculum , college government , or athletics.
One of the longest edito r ials of the Orient
is in reference to Wilson , the pitcher of the
Bowdoin base-ball nine of last year. It appears
that he has entered Williams this fall. The

Orient claims that Williams bought him and is
It concludes its remarks
justly indi gnant.
upon the subject in the following words, somewhat astonishing, because of the source from
which they come, but of interest and moment
to every college in the State : '
We shall . await with some interest the action of the
college league in this matter. We desire to know
whether the standard of college athletics has degenerated to such n. degree that a barefaced transaction like
this, -which suvors so very strongly of professionalism,
can receive the sanction of the other colleges and of the
Williams Faoulty.

The Freshman class at Bowdoin numbers
thirty-five.
The Freshman class at Bates numbers thirtynine.
Princeton has one hundred and forty-one
Freshmen.
CornelHiad 230 applicants for the Freshman
class.
President Dwight, of Yale, is giving thorough satisfaction.
Columbia has declared for co-education.
There are more colleges in Ohio than in all
Europe put together.
Harvard's 250th anniversary occurs November 6th. James Eussell Lowell is expected to
deliver the oration.
Forty Dartmouth students have been spending their vacation in the White Mountains as
hotel waiters.
About one hundred and seventy-five of the
three hundred and sixty-five universities and
colleges in the United States publish papers.
The Faculty of Medicine of the University
of New York have received one hundred thousand dollars from an unknown friend.
At Oberlin College, Ohio, attendance at the
gymnasium is- this year compulsory upon all the
ladies of the College and Preparatory Department.
The hew Williams gymnasium is one of the
finest in the country . It is of gray stone ; on
the first floor are the lockers, bath-rooms, baseball cage, and bowling alley ; on the second ,
various kinds . of apparatus ; in the gallery a
sawdust track extending around the room. — Ex.
Yale opened its doors last Thursday with
about 600 students enrolled. The present
Freshman class numbers over 170. It is probable that '87 will graduate the largest class on
record, numberi ng 156.

And now the college poet raves,
And pulls his auburn hair,
And searches books of synonyms,
In harrowing despair.
In vain are all his searchings, And all his waste of time,
For not a vernal word, he sees
With '90 that will rhyme.— Ex.

He was a student. The professor called on
him. He stood up and opened his mouth.
Did he say anything ? Not much. Just then
the noon bell rang, and the professor was very
hungry.—Ex.
The following incident illustrates the absurdities of our modern English and American
greetings. The story goes that an English wit
was once accosted in the street with the customary and inane " How de do? " " Do what ? "
was the purposely blank rejoinder. " Why,
how do you find yourself ? " "I n ever lose myself," was the grave response. "But I mean,
how do yon feel ? " "¦ Feel me and see." "Oh ,
pshaw ! How have you bee n , I say ? " " Been
where ? " At this, the interlocutor fled precipitately, jerking out a hasty "Good-day !"
"It is not a good day !" was flung after his retreating footsteps by the pitiless wit (?).— Ex.
A. student, in want of money, sold his
books, and wrote home : "Father, rejoice, for I
now derive' ray support from literature."— Ex.
The days are long,
And the nights moonlit ,
All lost in song,
Two lovers sit.
The boot is long,
And for action n't:
All lost in song,
No lovers sit.—iSas.

Cannibal King (to missionary)— "I fchink
the best thing that I can do is to eat you."
Missionary (in earnest protest )— "I do not
agree with you, sir." Cannibal King— " Well,
I mustn't eat anything that doesn 't agree with
A Junior, who has elected the scientific me."
Professor —- "Archimedes, you say, discovcourse, recently exclaimed , as he entered the
Calculus recitation loom : " Moritwri f lunkum ered specific gravity on getting into his bath.
aalutamua f " and translated as follows ; "^"e, Why had the prin ciple never before occurred
to him ?" Student—r "Probably , this was the
about to flunk dead , salute you."
first time he ever took a bath." Ex,
¦
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[The alumni are earnestl y requested to furnish items
for this column.]
'35.
LL.D., was at LunMathews,
Prof. Wm.
genschalbach, Germany , September 21st.
'43.
Prof. Moses Lyford, LL.D., will soon re move
from Waterville to Spring field, Mass., to reside
with his son , E. F. Lyford, class '77 , who is
practicing law in that city.
' 46.
Hon. J. H. Drummond was counsel for
William E. Gould in the recent defaulting case,
Portlan d, Me.
' 61 .

Rev. F. D. Blake of Wickford, E. I., was in
town recently. He is visiting friends in Maine.
Albert P. Marble, Superintendent of
Schools in Worcester, Mass., lias had his salary
raised $500.
'6 6.

Dr. F. W. Bakeman has been appointed by
the Board of Trustees to deliver an address in
connection with our next Commencement on
the Life and Character of the late Prof. Charles
. E. Hamlin , LL.D.
'6 .9.

Rev. J. K. Richardson spent his summer
vacation at North Liyerinore, M e., with his
father, who is pastor of the Baptist church in
th at place , and returned to his pastorate in
East B ost on wit h h ealth greatly improved.
' 71.

W. H. Mathews, of Br unswick , Me., has
r e cently bee n afflict ed wi t h ano the r pa r alyti c
str oke , which seri ously affects his speech.
'7 7.
Geo. W. You ng of Bristol Mills , Me., has
gone to Washington, D. C, to take a responsible position in the Wallack School.
"
'80.
?
Born , in Boston , Mass., Aug. 16th, to Mr.
and Mrs. Caleb B. Frye, a son.

Chas. D. Edmunds, M.D., of East Corinth,
has removed to Bangor, Me.
' 84 .
Married, in Dorchester, Mass., Walter C.
Emerson of the Portland Advertiser, and Miss
Jeannette Milliken of Waterville.
John C. Keith of Waterville, goes to Bar
Harbor, shortly, where he will spend the winter.
Born , in Waterville, August 9th, to Mr.
and Mrs. H. M. Lord , a son.
' 85 .
H. G. Mank, formerly of '85, has entered
•the Theological Seminary of Yale College.
' 86.
F. G. Dunn is studying law in the office of
C. P. Allen, Presque Isle, Me.
G. E. Googins is studjdng law in the office
of Simonds & Libby, Portlan d, Me.
E. H. Pulsifer has entered upon a three
years' course of study at the Hahnemann Medical College of Philadelphia, Penn.
C. P. Small is study ing medicine in the
Portland Medical School.
H. W. Trafton is teaching the Danforth
(Me.) Hi gh School.
J. B. Bryant is teaching a Free Hi gh Sch oo l
at Carmel, Me.
G. P. Phenix has declined a flattering invitation to a place on the teaching corps of Colby
Academy, New London, N. H., and will spend
the winter terra in Waterville, in.post-graduate
study, under Profs. Elder and Rogers.
C. S. Wilder, formerl y of '86, now aJ3enior
in Bangor Theological Seminary, is supply ing
the pulpit of the Congregational church at
Belfast, Me.
E. W. Frentz, formerly of '86, who has
been head waiter at the Summit House, White
Mountains, during the summer, has returned
to Waterville.
•

'S7.

W. F. Watson's book of "Poems " will be
published about the 15th of November.
W. B. Farr, who has been workin g at the
Intervale, White Mountains, and A. L. Snow,
wh o has been n ight clerk at the Elmwood,
Waterville, during the summe r, have r esumed
their studies.
' 89.

'82.

P. P. Burleigh and D. F. Smith have resumed their studies. The latter has , been
teaching at Amity, Aroostook County, Me.

'83.

. Alfred King, M.D., class '83, R. J. Condon
and J. R. Wellington, class '86, were in town
last week.

W. M. Pulsifer will spend the winter in the
stud y of the homeopathic practice of medicine,
at Philadelphia , Penn.
Henry Trowbridge is doing a f ine law business in Denver, Col.
G. W. H. Libby is teaching in the Boston
Evening School, in connection with his studies
in the Harvard Medical School ,

F. S. Capen, ex-Professor of Natural Phil-

osophy and Astronomy at Colby, is Superin- ^
tendent of Schools and Principal of the High
School at Lisle, N. Y.

